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ABSTRACT

This commentary provides background on the current state of
American retirement, highlights recent efforts to reform retirement policy, and predicts what to expect under President
Donald Trump. Retirement has not been a major focus of
national policy makers in recent years. Early actions during
the Trump administration to undo Obama administration policies may make it more difficult for individuals to save for
retirement. While it is impossible to predict the future with
any certainty, long-standing trends and recent political developments suggest that major action will not be taken during
the Trump presidency to boost retirement security.
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Introduction
Policy makers need to act to protect Americans’ retirement security. A
significant portion of Americans are at risk of not being able to maintain
their standard of living in retirement, and research suggests that this percentage is likely to grow. Despite this challenge, retirement has not been a toptier political issue in recent years, nor has the issue ripened to a point where
significant policy action is likely under the current Congress and administration. President Donald Trump’s campaign featured no specific retirement
policy proposals beyond a promise not to “cut Social Security like every other
Republican” (Brody, 2015). Although Trump’s rejection of Republican party
orthodoxy on Social Security provides a potential opening, action on Social
Security is unlikely as Democrats and Republicans have moved further apart
on this issue. On private and workplace retirement savings, the Trump
administration has taken steps to reverse regulatory actions undertaken by
President Barack Obama to protect retirement savers and expand access.
Priority issues for Trump and the Republican Congress that could have a
significant impact on retirement policy, such as health care and tax reform,
have moved in ways that suggest that major positive legislative action on
retirement policy is unlikely. The potential for inaction in this highly critical
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policy area for older adults calls for a closer look at retirement policy in the
United States. This commentary thus provides background on the current
state of American retirement, highlights recent efforts to reform retirement
policy, and predicts what to expect during the Trump era.
Current terrain
The U.S. retirement system has long been thought of as a “three-legged stool”
made up of Social Security, workplace retirement plans, and individual
savings (DeWitt, 1996). Americans are increasingly facing savings challenges,
making it more difficult to achieve a secure retirement, and there are policy
challenges with each leg of the stool. The first leg, Social Security, is a crucial
part of the American retirement system, providing guaranteed retirement
income for American workers and their families regardless of their personal
saving decisions, which helps many middle-class and even well-off workers
maintain their standard of living in retirement and keeps millions of older
Americans out of poverty. About half of households headed by a member
aged 65 or older receive at least half of their income from Social Security
benefits, and about one-quarter of senior households receive more than 90%
of their income from the program (Dushi, Iams, & Trenkamp, 2017).
Women, non-Whites, and people with lower educational attainment tend
to rely more heavily on Social Security. And older individuals are more
reliant than younger retirees, showing Social Security’s key role in effectively
providing longevity insurance: While 18% of individuals aged 65 to 69 live in
households where Social Security provides more than 90% of income, 33% of
those aged 80 or older do (Dushi et al., 2017). All told, Social Security
improves the standard of living for the vast majority of retirees and cuts
the senior poverty rate from 41.5% to 10% (Center on Budget and Policy
Priorities, 2016).
Despite its importance for many seniors, Social Security is scheduled to
become less generous for future retirees. For a worker retiring in 2017 at age
65 with average lifetime earnings, Social Security will replace approximately
39% of their earnings, and this is scheduled to fall as the normal retirement
age rises, due to 1983 reforms (Clingman, Burkhalter, & Chaplain, 2016;
Social Security Administration, 1984). While individuals’ needs certainly
vary, retirement experts tend to agree that individuals should be able to
meet 70% to 85% of their preretirement income to maintain living standards
(U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2016). This leaves middle-class
retirees reliant on their workplace retirement plans and personal savings to
make up the gap between Social Security and their needed spending.
Unfortunately, many Americans lack access to the second leg of retirement
security: the workplace retirement savings plans needed to complement their
Social Security benefits in retirement. Nearly 39 million Americans—34% of
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private-sector workers—lack access to retirement benefits and just 49%
participate in retirement plans at work (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2016).
The situation is even worse for workers at small businesses, due possibly to
the high costs of establishing and maintaining a plan (Alfred, 2015): An
estimated 53% of workers at private firms with fewer than 50 workers do not
have access to a workplace retirement plan (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2016).
Moreover, Catherine Harvey (2017) finds that that Black, Asian, and
Hispanic workers are less likely than their White counterparts to be able to
save on the job.
And while it is possible for Americans without workplace plans to establish their own individual retirement accounts (IRA) to save for retirement
and receive tax benefits for doing so, few actively do this. Chen and Munnell
(2017) found that while IRAs hold the majority of U.S. retirement assets,
these assets are primarily a result of rollovers from employer-sponsored
defined-contribution plans, not active contributions from retirement savers.
In part due to this lack of access, the amount of retirement savings held by
the median near-retirement household (age 55–64) is extremely low: just
$14,500 (Miller, Madland, & Weller, 2015). Even when excluding those who
lack accounts altogether, the median near-retirement household with a
retirement savings account has an account balance of only $104,000 (Miller
et al., 2015). For context, this amount of lump-sum savings could be used to
purchase a lifetime annuity providing a $425 monthly payment: not nearly
enough for the typical household to maintain their standard of living (Thrift
Savings Plan, 2017).1 And today’s workers need even more savings compared
to their counterparts in the past to achieve the same level of protection in
retirement. Needs are higher due to increased life expectancy, the climbing
Social Security full retirement age, low real interest rates, and rising health
care costs (Munnell, 2014).
Declining access to workplace savings is not the only problem: Today’s
typical retirement plans are defined-contribution plans such as 401(k)s,
which place more responsibility on individual savers than do definedbenefit pensions, leaving savers uncertain whether they are making the
right decisions: Around half of those with self-directed accounts report
being “not comfortable” or only “slightly comfortable” in their investment
choices (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve, 2017).
Some features of employment-based retirement savings accounts also
make it difficult for workers to build up assets over time. Difficulties in
rolling over savings to a new plan, early withdrawals, and 401(k) loans
contribute to “leakage” from retirement plans. Estimates from Munnell and
Webb (2015) find that more than 1% of assets leak from the 401(k) system
each year, which can lead to a reduction in wealth available at retirement
by 25%.
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Even if savers make all the right decisions—saving an appropriate
percentage of their income, properly transferring their savings from 401(k)
to 401(k) as they move from job to job, and investing in a balanced portfolio
—individual workplace retirement accounts are still subject to more market
risk than pooled plans like defined-benefit pensions. An ill-timed market
crash can send account balances plummeting, making it harder for individuals to retire. And since savings are generally accumulated as a lump sum,
individuals must choose how to properly spend down their account balances
without over- or underspending while they are retired.
In addition to dedicated retirement savings, retirees can rely on other
forms of savings: the third leg of the retirement savings stool. However, as
a result of slow wage growth and rising prices for middle-class goods, households often struggle to save at all. In 2015, 31% of nonretirees reported not
saving any of their income for any purpose, and a further 27% reported
saving less than 5% of their income (Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System, 2016). A surprisingly large proportion of families, 44%,
report that they would be unable to pay an unexpected expense of $400
without borrowing money or having to sell some of their possessions (Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 2017). With this level of
financial precarity, it is easy to understand why families often fail to save
successfully.
Indeed, the typical American family has very little wealth, and what little
wealth they do have outside of retirement is mostly in their home. The median
family’s financial assets—among the 94.5% who hold these assets—are worth
just $21,200 (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 2014).
Compounding the problem of an overall lack of wealth, there is a massive
disparity in wealth among White, Black, and Hispanic families. Indeed, in
2013, the median White family had a net worth 12.1 and 9.8 times higher than
the median Black and Hispanic family, respectively, and while the wealth of the
median White family tends to grow as the household head nears retirement,
this pattern is “almost completely absent” among Black families (Thompson &
Suarez, 2015). Moreover, this racial wealth gap is structural and cannot be
explained by individual decision making: It is not closed by controlling for
educational attainment, marriage status, full-time work, or consumption levels
(Traub et al., 2017).
As a result of their insufficient savings, many Americans are continuing to
work in old age. Nearly 4 in 10 nonretirees older than 60 say they expect
continued work to be a source of funds in retirement—barely less than the
number who expect to receive funds from a defined-contribution plan
(Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve, 2016). However, while older
Americans often expect to delay their retirement, this is not always possible.
According to a 2017 survey, 48% of retirees left the workforce earlier than
they planned (Greenwald, Copeland, & VanDerhei, 2017). And there are
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inequities among older working Americans regarding who is able to continue
to work. Roughly one-third of older workers work in physically demanding
jobs, and these jobs are concentrated among those with the least education
and lowest earnings (Bucknor & Baker, 2016).
The combination of Social Security cuts, declining access and participation
in workplace retirement plans, and reduced personal savings all contribute to
a looming challenge. While there is a debate as to the scale of the retirement
challenge ahead, projections from a variety of groups point to the same major
problem: a significant share of Americans will likely struggle to maintain
their standard of living in retirement, and many studies suggest that the
problem is getting worse (Miller et al., 2015). For example, one study found
that in 2013, 52% of households were at risk of falling below their estimated
necessary replacement income rate in retirement, up from 31% in 1983
(Munnell, Hou, & Webb, 2014).
Examining recent and upcoming retirement policy debates
Improved retirement outcomes will require more families to save for retirement and many to save more without being exposed to inappropriate risks.
To achieve this, Americans will need increased access to retirement savings
plans, greater retirement savings (whether through expanded social insurance
programs or increased individual savings), and increased protections against
risk during both the accumulation and decumulation process. Furthermore,
increasing more general personal savings can help boost retirement savings
and outcomes. These savings can help prevent traditional retirement
accounts from being raided in an emergency or may supplement workplace
retirement savings.
Policy debate on retirement security tends to be siloed into each component of the three-legged stool, with the majority of focus on Social Security
and workplace retirement plans. Of course, these lines can be blurred, for
example, by proposals that would privatize Social Security and give individuals their own savings accounts. Each component is addressed below with a
brief synopsis of recent debates as well as any anticipated policy changes
under the Trump administration.
Social security

As a result of its crucial importance to retirement security, Social Security is a
cornerstone of U.S. politics and among one of the most popular government
programs (Norton, DiJulio, & Brodie, 2015). Social Security’s combined trust
fund—which includes the Old Age and Survivors Insurance (OASI) Fund
and the Disability Insurance (DI) Fund—is expected to be exhausted in 2034
(Social Security Boards of Trustees, 2017), leading to automatic benefit cuts
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unless federal action is taken before then. Still, reforms to Social Security—
especially those that would require cuts to the program—do not appear likely
during the president’s tenure. Cuts to Social Security are unpopular with the
public, and Trump promised multiple times on the campaign trail not to cut
Social Security. In addition, congressional Democrats and Republicans are
increasingly split on the proper path for the program, with Republicans
maintaining that program solvency should be addressed solely through
benefit cuts and rejecting any tax increases while Democrats have moved
toward rejecting any cuts and push for benefit increases—indicating that
inaction is the most likely course.
While Democrats in Congress stood united on President George W.
Bush’s 2005 efforts to reform Social Security, there were signs in recent
years of the potential for smaller bipartisan reforms to the program. In
2011, facing a newly elected Republican Congress and impending debt ceiling
crisis, Obama was prepared to include adoption of the chained Consumer
Price Index (CPI) for Social Security’s cost-of-living adjustments in a “grand
bargain” to reduce the deficit (Bai, 2012). This “chained CPI” would ensure
that the benefit grows more slowly over time than the CPI currently used.
While Obama continued to include this cut in his administration’s 2014
budget (Office of Management and Budget, 2013), after a year of pressure
from progressive activists, the proposal was dropped from the 2015 budget
(Sahadi, 2014).
Large-scale Congressional Democratic support for such a proposal would
be hard to find today, as the debate over Social Security has become increasingly polarized in recent years. A key House Republican committee chair and
Congressional Democrats have put forward competing proposals to close the
combined trust fund shortfall and avoid automatic benefit cuts, and their
solutions could not be further apart.
Rep. Sam Johnson (R-TX), who chairs the Social Security subcommittee of
the House Committee on Ways and Means, introduced a comprehensive
Social Security plan that would ensure long-term solvency for the program
entirely through benefit cuts (H.R. 6489, 2016). Major cuts in his plan
include raising the full retirement age to 69, changing the benefit formula
to reduce benefits, and switching to the chained CPI for cost-of-living
adjustments (and eliminating these adjustments entirely for individuals
with an income of more than $85,000). The bill does include some
changes that increase benefits, by establishing a minimum benefit level for
very-low-income workers and eliminating federal taxation on Social Security
benefits, which are currently taxed for some higher-income retirees. As a
result, the vast majority of retirees would see cuts from current law, and these
cuts would grow over time for future retirees, with only some of the lowest
earners with long work histories seeing an increase (Social Security
Administration, 2016b). This plan can be viewed as a marker for a potential
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Republican answer to fix Social Security’s solvency concerns. While Johnson
is retiring at the end of this session (Leslie, 2017) and his bill has no
cosponsors, the conservative Republican Study Committee, which has more
than 150 Republican members in the House, endorsed the bill in its most
recent budget proposal (2017).
In contrast, progressive activists have staked out expanding Social Security
as a key issue, and elected Democrats are increasingly following their lead. In
a notable change from his earlier openness to benefit cuts, in the final year of
his presidency, Obama firmly backed Social Security expansion funded
through “asking the wealthiest Americans to contribute a little bit more”
(Marans, 2016).
And in April 2017, Rep. John Larson (D-CT), the ranking member of the
House Ways and Means’ Social Security subcommittee, reintroduced the
Social Security 2100 Act (H.R. 1902, 2017), a proposal that closes the trust
fund shortfall solely through revenue increases and broadly expands benefits.
The bill would boost cost-of-living increases by adopting the CPI for the
elderly, which is based on the consumption basket of seniors and tends to
grow faster than the current measure. Benefits would also be expanded by
including a more generous benefit formula and raising minimum benefit
levels. To fund these and other increases and to ensure solvency, the bill
would subject earnings greater than $400,000 to Social Security payroll taxes
and raise the overall payroll tax rate by 2.4 percentage points over a 24-year
period (Social Security Administration, 2017). This plan has the majority of
the House Democratic Caucus behind it, with 161 cosponsors, up dramatically from the 2 cosponsors of Larson’s 2014 version of the bill (H.R. 5306,
2014), which shows the increasing comfort among Democrats to call for
expanding Social Security. In recent years, a number of senators who caucus
with the Democrats have also introduced bills to increase Social Security
benefits(Protecting and Preserving Social Security, 2015; Safeguarding
American Families and Expanding Social Security Act of 2015, S. 1940,
114th Cong, 2016; Social Security Expansion Act, 2017).
It is unlikely that these two dramatically different positions will be reconciled before the 2020 election. There is one recent example of a nominally
bipartisan reform plan in Congress: In 2016, retiring Rep. Reid Ribble
(R-WI) introduced the Save Our Social Security Act (H.R. 5747, 2016)
along with five Republican cosponsors and one Democratic cosponsor.
This bill, while achieving the majority of its savings through benefit cuts,
including raising the retirement age and using the chained CPI, does generate revenues by raising the cap on Social Security payroll taxes so that 90%
of covered earnings are taxed (Social Security Administration, 2016a).
However, it is unlikely that such a bill could build broad support in this
political environment, especially with the 2016 GOP platform (Republican
National Committee, 2016) explicitly opposing tax increases to fund Social
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Security and the 2016 Democratic platform (Democratic National
Committee, 2016) explicitly opposing benefit cuts and calling for expanded
benefits.
Even with no changes becoming law, the status of Social Security will likely
be a point of major tension within the Trump administration and between the
administration and Congress. For example, Trump’s Office of Management
and Budget director, former Rep. Mick Mulvaney, previously chaired the
conservative House Freedom Caucus and supports cutting Social Security
benefits by raising the normal retirement age to 70 (Weigel, 2017). This places
him at odds with Trump, who pledged on the campaign trail to protect Social
Security—along with Medicare and Medicaid—without cutting benefits. This
promise has already been broken multiple times, as Trump has backed
$834 billion in cuts to Medicaid contained in the American Health Care Act
(CBO, 2017) and included cuts to Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI)
in his budget (Office of Management and Budget, 2017). Trump’s team has
justified cutting Medicaid as consistent with his promise to replace the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) and justified cuts to SSDI as not
cutting “core Social Security” (Restuccia, Nussbaum, & Ferris, 2017). While the
president’s willingness to go back on other campaign promises shows that a
reversal on Social Security retirement benefits is not impossible, his promise to
not cut these “core” benefits would likely be a tougher sell to his base.
Republican Congressional budgets will continue to propose cuts to
Social Security—likely prioritizing DI—as the Trump administration is
not discouraging them from doing so (Harwood, 2017). But actually
changing the program would be nearly impossible in the current political
climate. Republicans hold a slim majority in the Senate, but since the Byrd
rule prohibits Social Security changes to be passed through the budget
reconciliation process, changes to Social Security must meet a 60-vote
threshold to overcome a certain Democratic filibuster.
Congress will not be forced to discuss Social Security until 2022, when
the Social Security Disability Insurance Trust Fund is projected to be
depleted (Social Security Board of Trustees, 2017). This shortfall has
been fixed seven times in the past—most recently in 2015—by relocating
future payroll tax revenues from the OASI to the DI trust fund (Ruffing
& van de Water, 2014; Social Security Administration, 2015).
Republicans are anxious to change this program, as evidenced by
Trump’s proposed cuts in his FY2018 budget (Office of Management
and Budget, 2017). The possibility of including cuts to either the DI or
OASI program in such a deal is dependent upon the control of Congress
and the White House after 2020. Democratic views on Social Security
have quickly moved toward expansion and away from targeted cuts in
recent years, and in this political climate, movement back toward supporting some cuts in a bipartisan deal seems unlikely. The consolidation
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of Democratic views suggests that maintaining and expanding benefits
could be on the agenda in future years.
Workplace retirement plans

There are two major policy challenges that lawmakers must address to help
Americans save for retirement at work: increasing access to workplace plans
and making sure that these plans are high-quality. However, policy addressing these challenges has not seen many successes in recent years, a trend that
is likely to continue. The last major retirement reform bill to be signed into
law was the Pension Protection Act (PPA) in 2006. Spurred by the claims
against the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) after a rise in
defined-benefit plan terminations, the PPA established new funding requirements that, while intended to protect traditional pensions, actually led to the
further decline of defined-benefit plans (Gotbaum, 2016). And while the PPA
did encourage auto-enrollment in defined-contribution plans and has led to
an increase in this plan feature, overall plan access has not increased
(Gotbaum, 2016).
One strategy for expanding access to savings has scattered bipartisan
support: It is modeled on the retirement plan available to federal employees,
the Thrift Savings Plan (TSP). The TSP has many features of a high-quality
retirement plan, including auto-enrollment, incredibly low fees, and annuity
options (Madland, Rowell, & Davis, 2016). Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL) proposed opening the TSP to workers who lack access to workplace retirement
plans in 2014 (Office of Senator Marco Rubio, 2014). In 2016, Sen. Jeff
Merkley and Reps. Jared Huffman (D-CA) and Suzanne Bonamici (D-OR)
introduced legislation to create the “American Savings Account,” a retirement plan modeled on the TSP (S. 2472 & H.R. 5450, 2016). However, these
proposals have not made much progress toward passage.
Congress has also taken action in recent years to protect troubled multiemployer pension plans: defined-benefit pensions that were established
through collective bargaining agreements across multiple employers. The
Kline-Miller Multiemployer Pension Reform Act, passed in 2014, raised
premiums paid to the PBGC and allows certain failing multiemployer plans
to apply to the Treasury Department to be allowed to cut their participants’
benefits (Topoleski, 2016). But these reforms have not fully solved the
problem: The PBGC estimates that 1 million to 1.5 million Americans
participate in multiemployer plans that are at risk of becoming insolvent in
the next 20 years (PBGC, 2016). Furthermore, the PBGC projects that it will
be unable to fulfill its obligations to plan participants: The likelihood of
insolvency in its multiemployer program is greater than 50% by 2025 and
greater than 90% in 2035. Both Obama’s FY2017 budget and Trump’s
FY2018 budget call for increased PBGC premiums for multiemployer
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plans to shore up the program, but it is unclear whether Congress will act. It
is more likely that Congress will act to protect specific pension plans, such as
the United Mine Workers (UMW) plan. The 2017 omnibus spending bill
included funding for the UMW retiree health plan (Volcovici, 2017), and
there is a bill with bipartisan support to similarly fund the UMW retirement
plan (S. 175, 2017).
With major national reforms unable to gain traction in the U.S. Congress,
many state legislators have begun to act. Five states have now passed legislation to create “automatic IRAs.” These laws require employers that do not
offer retirement plans to their employees to automatically enroll them into a
state-administered payroll deduction IRA. Policy makers in many other
states and cities are working to start similar programs (Pension Rights
Center, 2016).
The Obama administration also took action on workplace plans, but the
initial actions from the Trump administration on these measures suggest that
new administrative actions are unlikely. Uncertainty over the degree to which
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) would preempt state
actions was causing some state lawmakers to hesitate on backing state
retirement plans (Aikin, 2015). In order to provide more certainty to states
and to clarify the legal status of these plans under ERISA, the Department of
Labor enacted rules to provide ERISA safe harbors to state and large municipal governments that create automatic IRA programs. The Department of
Labor also issued interpretive guidance to explain how states can create
multiemployer plans that are governed by ERISA (Interpretive Bulletin
Relating to State Savings Programs, 2015).
To protect the savings that individuals built up in workplace plans, the
Obama administration also issued the conflict of interest, or “fiduciary,” rule:
a regulation that broadened the definition of investment advice to bring
more types of advice under ERISA fiduciary protections. Before this rule,
financial advisors providing retirement savings advice were previously not
always required to act in their clients’ best interest. Advisors guiding savers
on how to roll over their assets from 401(k)s and other ERISA plans were
only subject to a lower “suitability” standard, by which they could direct
savers to investments that provided the best commissions and kickbacks for
the advisor.
Research from the White House Council of Economic Advisors (2015)
found that this conflicted advice led to, on average, 1% higher fees, costing
IRA savers an estimated $17 billion annually. The rule was very controversial, with financial industry groups claiming that the regulation would
reduce access to investment advice and spending millions of dollars to
lobby against the rule (Tuchman, 2015). After the Department of Labor
issued the final rule, Republicans voted in the House and Senate to
repeal it through the Congressional Review Act process in April—which
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allows Congress to overturn regulations within a fixed time period after
they have been finalized—but this attempt was vetoed by Obama
(Devaney, 2016).
Trump’s election provided financial industry groups the opportunity they
needed to reverse these reforms. Trump has signed Congressional Review Act
resolutions of disapproval (H.J. Res. 66, 2017, H.J. Res. 67, 2017) that repeal
Department of Labor regulations providing a safe harbor for states and large
municipalities to offer automatic IRAs to their residents without options to
save at work. This could discourage further state and local actions, as these
programs may now face additional lawsuits from financial industry groups to
determine whether they run afoul of ERISA. And while the fiduciary rule is
now being implemented, Trump initially delayed its implementation and
instructed the Department of Labor to review the rule’s impact on retirement
savers and propose its rescission or revisal (Fiduciary Duty Rule Memorandum
for the Secretary of Labor. 82 Fed. Reg. 9675, 2017).
Trump faces a more prolonged task to overturn the fiduciary rule. Labor
Secretary Alexander Acosta admitted as much when he announced in a
May 2017 op-ed that the rule would be implemented in June 2017. Acosta
(2017) stated that the Department of Labor will start a new regulatory
process, complete with public comment, on the fiduciary rule. Any changes
to the rule, or its elimination entirely, could be challenged in court, where the
administration would have to prove that revision or elimination are not
“arbitrary and capricious” (Potter, 2017).
Beyond regulatory repeals, there is potential for legislative action to modestly increase retirement plan access during this administration. There is
broad support for creating open multiple employer plans that allow unaffiliated businesses to join together and offer a pooled retirement plan; the
Investment Company Institute (Stevens, 2016) approves of the idea, and the
AARP (Certner, 2016) has expressed openness to the concept. This could
lower costs for small businesses that face high fixed costs for plans, provided
that the legislation has appropriate safeguards to ensure that plan providers
act in the best interest of employees. Such a bill would likely include smaller
regulatory tweaks to pension plans that passed the Senate Finance Committee
unanimously last year (S. 3471, 2016), including extending the definedcontribution plan rollover period, adding lifetime income disclosures to
defined-contribution plans and changing nondiscrimination rules for closed
defined-benefit plans. Passing such legislation would impact many workers
who are currently unable to save for retirement at work, and such a bill could
conceivably pass if the administration begins to search for smaller
bipartisan accomplishments instead of focusing on passing broad overhauls
on party-line votes.
Workplace retirement plans likely faced their biggest threat during the
Trump administration during the 2017 tax reform debate that resulted in the
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passage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act. Trump’s initial reform proposal, and
the eventual bill that was signed into law, featured a large permanent reduction in corporate income tax rates and temporary tax cuts for individual
taxpayers. Trump ran for office claiming that his reforms would not “add to
our debt and deficit,” in part due to “reducing or eliminating deduction and
loopholes available to the very rich” (Trump for President, 2016b). Truly
revenue-neutral tax reform would have forced cuts to or elimination of a
number of tax expenditures. As tax deferrals for defined-benefit plans and
defined-contribution plans are the fifth and sixth largest tax expenditures
(Tax Policy Center, 2016), they are prime targets for reduction for policy
makers on both ends of the ideological spectrum.
For example, former House Ways and Means Chair Dave Camp (R-MI)
issued a tax reform plan in 2014 that would cap the value of the tax
benefit on retirement savings, freeze the maximum contribution limits for
defined-contribution plans for 10 years, and require 401(k) contributions
greater than half of the maximum contribution amount to be put in Roth
(after-tax) accounts (Committee on Ways and Means, 2014). Obama’s
FY2017 budget included several curbs on retirement account tax preferences, including limiting the tax benefit of deferrals for retirement contributions to 28% instead of one’s marginal tax bracket and capping the
total assets that can build up in tax-favored accounts (Office of
Management and Budget, 2016).
As a result, industry groups were concerned that retirement tax expenditures would be used as a “pay-for” for other tax cuts (Waddell, 2017). Early
forms of the bill in the Senate Finance Committee made relatively small
changes to retirement plans involving changes to contribution limits to 457
(b) and 403(b) plans, but these changes were removed from the final bill
(PlanAdviser, 2017). In the end, Trump and Congressional Republicans
settled on $1.5 trillion (Joint Committee on Taxation, 2017) in unpaid-for
tax cuts—leaving retirement incentives untouched—instead of pursuing a
politically dangerous process in which retirement tax incentives were used
to secure a revenue-neutral deal.
One potential positive step that was not included during tax reform is
expanding the Retirement Savings Contribution Credit, or Saver’s Credit, by
making it refundable and act more like a government match to retirement
savings (Madland et al., 2016), a policy supported by several elected
Democrats (U.S. Senate Committee on Finance, 2016). This credit is targeted
toward low-income savers but currently fails to reach those without federal
income tax liability. However, the Trump administration pursued tax reform
without efforts to win Democratic votes, and as such the Saver’s Credit was
not expanded.
While the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act did not directly modify retirement tax
incentives, it may impact savings. Retirement savings may increase as some
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workers bring home more of their earnings after tax. And corporate tax cuts
may boost stock valuations. However, both the bill’s direct tax cuts (Tax
Policy Center, 2017a) and indirect effect through increased asset valuation
(Wolff, 2017) will predominantly accrue to those who are already most likely
to have a secure retirement: the richest Americans.
The tax reform bill sets up a major cliff in 2026, when the vast majority of
its changes to the individual tax code will expire, leaving most Americans
with higher tax bills. Trump has stated he wants a “phase two” of tax cuts,
and incoming White House Council of Economic Advisers Chairman Larry
Kudlow has stated that this would focus on permanent tax cuts for individuals (Olorunnipa, 2018). It is still possible, although unlikely, that retirement expenditures could be put on the table to offset these future cuts. But
the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act legislative process shows that the Congressional
majority is more likely to rely on deficit financing rather than making hard
choices about tax expenditures. And while Republicans may bring up a vote
on additional tax cuts for political reasons before the 2018 election, they have
not passed a budget with new reconciliation instructions, meaning that any
bill would require 60 votes in the Senate to avoid a near-certain Democratic
filibuster.
Private savings

Policy advocates are increasingly calling for more focus on improving personal savings outside of traditional retirement accounts, which could help
stabilize families’ short-term finances and therefore enable longer-term savings. Like the other areas of retirement policy, there has been little progress
on this front recently among lawmakers and relatively little is expected under
the Trump presidency.
There have been some national efforts to increase nonretirement savings.
Some lawmakers, including Sens. Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) and Bernie
Sanders (I-VT), have proposed allowing the U.S. Postal Service to provide
banking services to extend access to savings (Puzzanghera, 2015). Analysts at
the progressive think tank New America have proposed automatic enrollment into individual savings accounts at work (Lopez-Fernandini & Schultz,
2010; Cramer et al., 2015). These accounts could serve as “sidecar” accounts
alongside retirement accounts. Sen. Jeff Flake (R-AZ) and Rep. David Brat
(R-VA) have proposed creating a new form of tax-advantaged account, the
“Universal Savings Account,” which would act as a Roth IRA available to all
adults with no limits on its use (H.R. 937, 2017; S. 232, 2017). However, the
structure of such an account would primarily help the wealthiest Americans,
since low-income Americans face low or no federal income tax liability.
The Obama administration introduced the myRA program in 2014, which
provided a “starter” retirement account with zero fees and no risk, as savers’
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assets are invested in Treasury bonds. This account could be used for
personal savings: Similar to a Roth IRA, savers can withdraw their initial
contributions at any time without penalty, but earnings from interest are
subject to tax penalties if withdrawn before retirement. However, take-up
rates were low, with just 20,000 Americans holding accounts in
December 2016 (Lobosco, 2016). The Trump administration announced
that they would end the program in July 2017 (Bernard, 2017).
While national lawmakers have not made major strides to improve access
to personal savings in recent years, they did help remove a large impediment
to savings among those in poverty when they passed the ACA in 2010, which
eliminated asset limits for Medicaid recipients. Prior to the ACA, the federal
asset limit, which states could raise or eliminate, was $2,000 for most
Medicaid beneficiaries (Vallas & Valenti, 2014), limiting the ability of workers in poverty to save. At the state level, similar action is being taken to
remove asset limits on other safety net programs (Vallas & Valenti, 2014).
It is unlikely that major new policies directly addressing personal savings
will be enacted during the Trump administration. However, the Trump
administration and Congressional allies have expressed preferences to create
additional forms of tax-advantaged savings accounts in lieu of providing
direct spending.
The American Health Care Act of 2017, passed by the House to repeal and
replace the ACA, contained a provision that would have dramatically
increased the contribution limits for health savings accounts—accounts that
allow individuals to contribute pretax dollars, pay no taxes on investment
income, and withdraw their savings tax-free for health-related expenses—and
loosened restrictions on what they can be spent on. These plans are primarily
used by the wealthy and benefit higher-income earners more due to their
higher tax rates (Tax Policy Center, 2017b).
Despite initial statements to the contrary, tax reform did not create yet
another form of tax-advantaged savings account. The Trump campaign
proposal on child care policy included new “dependent care savings
accounts” in which families could save tax-free and build up contributions
over time for child care, elder care, or private school expenses (Trump for
President, 2016a). Ivanka Trump, who has been involved in child care policy
development for the Trump administration, stated that these benefits would
be a part of Trump’s comprehensive tax reform (Klein, 2017), but they did
not make the final bill. These plans are unlikely to gain much Democratic
support in the future, as there is growing acceptance among Democrats that
creating new types of tax-deferred savings accounts for core needs are less
effective at helping working- and middle-class Americans than more direct
forms of benefit provision.
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Conclusions
The issue of retirement security is increasingly pressing for a growing part
of our population. Our nation is aging rapidly as the baby boomer
generation enters their retirement years. While roughly 15% of the
U.S. population was 65 or older in 2014, this share of the population is
estimated to grow to 21% in 2030 and to 24% by 2060 (Colby & Ortman,
2015). Without reforms to our retirement system, many of these older
Americans will be unable to maintain their current standard of living in
retirement. This will be a challenge not only for individuals and their
families but for the economy broadly.
In all likelihood, this challenge will not be adequately addressed
during Trump’s tenure in office. Early actions from his administration
are actually harming Americans’ retirement security by attempting to
cut off access to state-provided retirement plans and eliminating consumer protections. Retirement policy is not a high priority for the
administration or Congress, and it is unlikely that any major reforms
to expand savings plan access or improve retirement outcomes broadly
will be signed into law. Still, resolving the retirement crisis is eminently
feasible. There are two major policies that would fundamentally
improve the situation: modernizing and expanding Social Security so
that benefits provide a solid baseline of retirement security for current
and future retirees and ensuring that everyone can save in high-quality
retirement plans that give them a high likelihood of maintaining their
preretirement standard of living. While these policies are technically
quite feasible, they will likely require a change in the balance of
power in Washington and significant grassroots pressure to get policy
makers to act.
Note
1. This joint life annuity was calculated using Thrift Savings Plan (TSP; 2017). The
assumptions made include that the household in question includes two people aged
67; that the interest rate offered is the current TSP annuity interest rate of 2.375%; that
payments increase to account for inflation; and that the annuity provides a 50% spousal
survivor benefit. The figure stated here refers to the amount received upon retirement,
which will increase annually in nominal terms as adjusted for inflation. Note that the
monthly payment amount would be higher if the household were assumed to have just
one member or if interest rates were to rise in the future. In addition, the initial
payment amount would be higher if the household did not choose to have payments
adjusted for inflation. In that instance, however, the purchasing power of the benefit
would decline over time.
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